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KG5 UPDATE -DC Slaymaker
I was provided a hand over of a sudden death which appeared to be suicide by OS
TURRELL. I was advised the deceased was Daniel WHITWORTH and that he had been
found in a graveyard in Barking, with a suicide note in his hand and a bottle of Coke cola
between his legs and a pipette in his pocket. The Note stated that he taken the rest of G
along with sleeping pills. Full note is described already in dets. I was advised that this
appeared non suspicious and that OS TURRELL had attended the scene and they were
waiting for Coroner to get body removed. I was also told SOCO had attended and taken
photos.
PC Yexley came up to CID office he explained to me that on the other side of the grave
yard, the other side RU.b~ ..Gb.UJ.C.b.Jrn.m.Jb_e__d.e..P..e.a.~~d, there was a male who was asleep
on the bench called L.-·-·-·-·----~~!:!1_':_.~':~~~!':~.---·-·-·-·-·'l They woke him up and asked if he
knew Daniel in a daze he said yes then he said he did not know him. He was name
checked and was wanted on warrant for Snaresbrook Crown Court for burglary and was
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arrested. PC Yexley made it clear that this male was the other side of the graveyard so
is likely not to have anything to do with this incident. He also advised me that there were
people in the church who provided details of who looked after the church and may be
able to help with CCTV there names were Dave and Maureen JARVIS 02085942932
(work) and [~~~~~~~~~)i~A~~~~~~~~~J (Home).
After taking advise from DS Lee I went and spoke in the cell with[~~~i~R~~~~~i~J I stated to
him that he had been arrested for breach of bail and would be attending court for this. I
explained that I am not dealing with this and he is not under arrest for anything else. l
said to him when you were awoken by the officers they asked you if you knew Daniel
and you said yes then would not say anything else, I need to establish if you do know
someone called Daniel you are not in trouble but might be able to help police. He said he
does not know a Daniel. I asked him what he had done for the last 12 hours, he stated
the whole way through he was not sure but states he went and bought some beer and
was drinking it he drunk about 15 bottles of beer so was drunk he went to the graveyard
to sleep on the bench and police then woke him up. He states he was drinking alone and
went to graveyard alone and does not remember talking to anyone including Daniel and
the next thing he knew police were talking to him telling him that someone had died. He
states he does not trust police that's why he stopped talking to them but knows nothing
about the dead person. At this stage it appears that he is not involved in this incident
I called Maureen ref CCTV and she has stated that the CCTV only covers the building
and does not show the entrance or any of the grounds of the graveyard. I have been
advised by reporting officers that LBBD CCTV is a negative.

PC Brown a short while later bought up all documents that he had scanned and sent to
coroner. From reading the statement officers had written and the details of the suicide
note, it appeared that Daniel talked about him taking the life of a Gabriel KLINE but it
was unclear if this was in the past of recent. I liaised with Response team lnsp
O'donohue and ft was decided that we needed to try and establish who this Gabriel is he
may be in need of medical attention.
I tasked MIS to complete PND checks on Gabriel KLINE these came back No Trace. At
this point Officers attended Office with Daniels personal belongings and Exhibits from
scene. I looked at suicide note and the name on the note is likely to be KLINE but also
could be !DINE so I asked for a further PND check on this name that also came back no
trace.
I spoke with the on call DI Sam GAILES and the following actions were agreed
1. Further contact with MIB. Examination of subject's facebook profile. Open
source research on victim details.
2. Authority from Superintendent to start phone work. Call data to show who
subject had been in contact with prior to his death. Further enquiries can then
be made. He alludes to having had sex with a male last night and says not to
blame him. The identity of this male needs to be established and an account
taken from him.
3. Contact with subjects father. Without releasing any information, ask whether
Gabriel is known to the family. If so, any circumstances that may explain the
content of the note.
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4. Examine train tickets found in subject's possession - where do they show him
having travelled.
5. At this stage, not having identified 'Gabriel', frustrates any search that can be
made with coroner's offices.

I was aware that Daniel had been reported missing to Kent police and I made
contact with Sgt BECK he was updated with details our end and provided me
with an officer PC Kevin SMITH 01622690690 ext C~-0.:~~~~~Jto aid me with
enquiries. I asked him to send me there missing persons report which he has. I
also asked him to run the name Gabriel KLINE and IDINE through there Intel
systems which he did and it came back no trace. I also requested that the
deceased house was to be searched again to try and gather any Intel on Gabriel
which they were unable to do at this time due to lack of resources.
I again Liaised with lnsp O'donohue and he stated that it may be with worth
Liaising with LAS to see if there are any calls they have gone to that may have
been a suspicious death or unexplained. I called LAS switch board on
02079022588 to see if they could search there systems for any
suicides/overdoses or unexplained deaths. They searched systems but could not
locate a call that could assist us.
I have spoken to Daniel partner Ricky Wansley and explained we are treating
Daniels death as unexplained but not suspicious at this time. He stated to me
that him and Daniel lived together and on Thursday Daniel left for work in London
at 0540hrs and he had not seen him. He states there was a message on
facebook saying he was leaving work at 1500 that's the last he heard from him.
He reported him missing on Friday to Kent police. Ricky did speak to Daniels
work but they did not give him much information but he states Kent police spoke
to them and they stated he left work to meet friends in Barking.
I have spoken to Adam Whitworth Daniels Father and again advised him that we
were treating Daniels death as unexplained but not suspicious and that the
coroner will be dealing with post mortem. He stated he was close to Daniel, I
asked him if he knew a person called Gabriel and he didn't know.
I emailed Met Intel - Open source with a form 30228 to request check on Daniels
Facebook account to establish any posts which would help enquiry and any
friends by the name of Gabriel. I am awaiting results.
Kent police provided me with the deceased's phone number 0 7847223184 the
phone appears to be switched off. I have spoken to Supt Harrington and he has
authorised the urgent CIU checks. ClU have been spoken to Kev Roper on
r.·~.-~t>.~.~~--~-·.he is going to email me information. I have received information back and
there are call inbound and outbound but it appears to be between Daniel and
current partner Ricky. N/D are going to take a look at this and will progress if
needed. The last call made from phone was the 18/09/2014 at around 1840hrs
from around Isle of Dogs
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